
RTA Cabinet Store Introduces Savings on Range Hoods 

RTA Cabinet Store has introduced great savings on their selection of range hoods that 

complement a vast selection of cabinetry and storage solutions. 

The already reasonable prices on the quality kitchen solutions at RTA Cabinet Store have gotten 

even better thanks to new savings introduced on their impressive selection of range hoods. While 

an immediate and automatic five percent discount on range hoods should be enough to entice 

even the most reluctant remodeler, customers cannot miss out on all the other fantastic products 

offered by RTA Cabinet Store.  

Range hoods are an important part of any kitchen décor.  RTA offers a variety of range hoods to 

suit any taste at low prices that are sure to help homeowner stay within renovation budgets.  

Further, RTA can help homeowners choose the right range hood in terms of size, shape and 

function for their kitchens. 

RTA offers a vast selection of ready-to-assemble kitchen cabinets online as seen at 

http://www.rtacabinetstore.com/RTA-Kitchen-Cabinets/ which can be suited for any 

homeowner's desire. They also cover more than just the kitchen, offering elegant bathroom 

vanity solutions as well as intelligent and beautiful cabinet storage options for any place in the 

home as seen at http://www.rtacabinetstore.com/RTA-Kitchen-Cabinet-Storage-Solutions/.  With 

their Rev-A-Shelf line, RTA allows the designer or homeowner to customize to every need and 

have the most efficient, uncluttered and luxurious working space possible.  

With their ingenious design philosophy applied to drawer organizers, cabinet dividers and spice 

racks, the typically cumbersome task of organizing your living space becomes fun rather than a 

chore. RTA Cabinet Store offers plentiful options in style and colors that range from the stylishly 

contemporary to the simple classics, including some great eco-friendly options as seen at 

http://www.rtacabinetstore.com/sample-doors. 

 

About RTA Cabinet Store: RTA Cabinet Store is a wholesale distributor of ready-to-assemble 

kitchen cabinets and bathroom vanities. RTA Cabinet Store offers quality, value and ingenuity in 

their products and have been featured on many network and cable home design shows. RTA has 

teamed up with DIY and HGTV networks to increase their visibility for those who can benefit 

from their products. 
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